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even though most stand-alone ups devices come with a heavy internal control system to
reduce the number of interfacing electronics, a stand-alone ups is superior to a ups in
combination with any other ups system. stand-alone ups connects the battery's charger
directly to the load without any control panel or other interfacing electronics. ground fault
circuit interruption or gfci protection is a critical safety feature in the power supply. a gfci
protected power supply circuit protects a person from a potentially fatal house voltage. given
gfci schematic circuit diagram with its component list is a complete guide to build standard
power backup. its power is measured in watts or in kilo watts.gfci is an abbreviation of ground
fault circuit interruption. it is an electronic product which prevents an electrical shock caused
by a power supply through the prevention of the occurrence of electrical faults (that is, ground
faults and over current). gfci device is connected to power terminals of the device so that you
can be prevented from the potential electrical shock from the power supply when the power
supply is malfunctioning. ups is an abbreviation of uninterpretable power supply. it is an
electronic product used to provide backup power for sensitive devices in case their normal
power failure or blackout. given ups schematic circuit diagram with its component list is a
complete guide to build standard power backup. its power is measured in watts or in kilo watts.
ups are widely used in 3rd world countries like in india, philipines, bangladesh, pakistan
because of regular load shedding due to lack of power resources. given ups schematic circuit
diagram will convert 12volts dc to 230 volta ac. 12 volts battery needs to be attached as a
source or input.
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